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The first consumer test for tree protection! 
For the last week of August 2016, 30 slackliners from all over the world came together in Bern,                  
Switzerland for the “Youth in Action” project week hosted by Swiss Slackline.  
 
We studied many aspects of slacklining and tree protection, including acquisition of the right              
materials, planning the entire activity, choice of spot and professionally guided examination of             
specific trees on site. Furthermore we also had a close look on installation and rigging               
techniques for different types of slacklines.  
 
Here we will focus solely on the different types of tree protections available on the market in                 
2016/17 and compare them with a simple grading system. This is the first ever consumer test for                 
tree protection. 
 
Prior to the meeting we invited slackline companies to send us a sample tree protection. We                
send out emails to 23 companies, received 13 samples and added 24 further tree protections               
which we already privately owned. From there we went on to examine and evaluate all the                
samples. 

Methodology 
In order to achieve comparable results we devised a 3 stage evaluation plan. The 1st stage was                 
a small game during which we decided which treepros were acceptable to the participants and               
sorted the treepros in a simple relative scale next to each other and ended up in a rather chaotic                   
shouting match. In the end, however, we had a pretty good idea which treepros were               
considered acceptable for general purpose use. 
 
For stage 2, everyone would give a subjective x out of 5 stars rating for each tree protection. We                   
then proceeded to stage 3, which included compiling a huge amount of data for all available tree                 
protections. 25 different variables were measured for each piece and 29 tree protections were              
recorded. 
  
After all that tedious information harvesting was completed, we tried to identify the key criteria               
that make a tree protection a good tree protection! 
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The treepros sent to us for this consumer test were presented           
during the Bern City Slack Festival in a small exhibition on           
trees. 

Criteria 
In order to determine which criteria were relevant, we         
compared all treepros that received an above average        
rating against those that had a below average rating and          
identified the variables that separate the two groups. 
 
Not surprisingly, the most important characteristic of a        
good tree protection is its size! A length of 200 cm (~80            
inch) and a height of at least 20 cm (~8 inch) was            
necessary to achieve a 4 out of 5 star rating. Smaller           
tree protections were almost unanimously considered to       
be unusable for general slackline use. The thickness        
plays the second most important characteristic, with       
4mm (0.16 inch) equalling a 4 star rating. Thicker tree          
protections out of sturdy materials like thick felt or carpet          
were valued for their increased durability and their        
tree-friendliness (see our study on pressure). Another       
necessity for top marks was the option for practical sling          
attachments, whether it was stitched loops, straps or        

extra velcros. Weight, packing volume and price were of little significance to overall rating              
scores, so an expensive tree protection is not necessarily a good one. However, most good               
ones come with a price. The higher quality was always considered worth the extra money,               
though. Almost all tree protections could be used in series. For bigger trees one could just                
attach two of the same kind and thereby extend the length, since we recommend using treepros                
going around the entire tree for a better pressure distribution (see again here) as well as a                 
positive public perception. 
  
It was noted that almost no tree protection contained instructions (our recommendations can be              
found here) and there was also the expressed wish for environment-friendly and ethically             
produced treepro. 
 
After identifying the relevant criteria we set out to create a way to objectively measure and                
evaluate the tree protections in the test. We used individual scores from stage 2 to finetune our                 
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formula against. The formula gives 1 to 5 star grades, with 5 being the best possible grade. The                  
grades are a cumulation of 5 subcategories, which were all weighted 20%: 

 
Length, height, thickness, handling and durability. 
 
For each category, a minimum acceptable value was equalled to the 4 star grade. For example,                
the minimum acceptable length was determined to be 200 cm (~80 inch) and is rewarded with 4                 
stars. Longer tree protections receive a 5 star rating, shorter ones a lower grade. Similar               
thresholds were chosen for all other categories. The total rating is the average score of all                
sub-categories. A tree protection with a total score of 4 or higher is a recommendable one for all                  
purposes. Some highly specialised treepros may receive a lower grade, but would still be              
considered recommendable in certain slackline applications, but not in every case. 
 

Top 
You can find the ratings of all treepros here! Below are the ones that we can recommend, sorted 
by awesomeness! 

Treeshirt L - Slackhouse  
Currently the best treepro on the market! And it's easy to see why: It is tall, thick and                  
sturdy, comes with stitched loops positioned and spaced nicely in all the colours of the               

rainbow for a decent price. This is a genuinely good piece of equipment for your slackline rig. 

TreePRO - Balance Community 
The Rolls Royce of the tree protection world. High quality material and stitching, great              
usability. The only downsides are the limited thickness (not as thick as the felt-type              

treepros) and the immense price tag. Nevertheless, a proper tree protection. 
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Tree Plus 2.1 - Landcruising 
Buckle up! A lot of strapping and clipping comes         
with this tree protection. The material is very        

durable and it’s a quality construction. Slightly more        
width and thickness for padding and this treepro would         
be brilliant!  

Treewear XL - Gibbon Slacklines 
The biggest surprise in the test. For years,        
Gibbon only offered a flimsy and small treepro        

with their kits, but now you can get this masterpiece.          
Functionally equivalent to the Slackhouse one, but with        
less durability, because the velcros are too weak and         
quickly wear out the felt. Instructions are included on the          
treepro, which is a positively fabulous feature!! 

Treepro XL - Slackline Industries 
A very robust felt and wide velcros for reliable sling attachment give this grey duckling a                
very high ranking in our test. Definitely a good choice! 

Treeshirt M - Slackhouse 
The younger brother of the #1. Slightly smaller, but equal in all other qualities. Some               
improvements have been made to the sling attachment, so your slings are even less              

likely to wiggle their way down the treepro. Great job! 

Super-Protec - Dakas 
Multifunctional design! This treepro can also be used as a tube to protect your              
equipment from brushes or other annoyances. A little bit longer and it would be a strong                
contender for the best tree pro. The idea of having two separate chambers for the               

slings is solved nicely, spreading the pressure onto the tree. A very good option for everyone                
who is regularly rigging outside of public parks! 
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Honourable mentions 

Treepad EQB - Best instructions on their website! 

Tree-Guard Slackline-Tools - Longest treepro! 

Flop 
Not all is good and well in the tree protection world. Unfortunately, there are a lot of treepros                  
being sold that do not meet our minimum recommendations. Most of the treepros that were               
considered insufficient and unusable are simply too small, while others are so thin they wear out                
in a couple of sessions. To make matters worse, most of the terrible treepro is sold by bigger                  
manufacturers to beginners around the globe. And it is these beginners that have little to no                
idea, whether the treeprotection they are using is good or not. Additionally, there are still some                
companies that aren’t selling any treepro at all. 

 
 
 
This picture to the left shows one of the treepros with 
2 stars compared to the winner (4.8 out of 5 stars) of 
this consumer test.  
 
 

Recommendations 
An advice to all slackline manufacturers: minimum 200 cm (~80 inch) length, 20 cm (~8 inch)                
height, 4 mm (0.16 inch) thickness. That's the way to go. If you add loops to your treepro to hold                    
up the slings,, they should be placed at the top of the treepro. It is always better to have more                    
protected space below the slings than above, since slings usually slide down and not up. We                
also recommend to include instructions (at least on the website) and allow for the treepro to be                 
washable, since there is a possibility that you accidentally transport small bugs, fungi and the               
like from one tree to another.  
 
If you are interested in how the treepros were graded, you can find our list here! You can                  
comment on this file, if you feel like we missed something or didn’t grade the treepro correctly.                 
New treepros can also be added here! 
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Name of the 
company 

Name of the tree    
protection 

Length Height Thick-
ness 

Handling 
+ straps 

Durability 
and 

longevity 

Total grade 

Slackhouse Tree-Shirts L 4 5 5 5 5 4.8 

Balance Community TreePro 5 5 2 5 5 4.4 

Landcruising Tree Plus 2.1 5 5 3 4 5 4.4 

Slackhouse Tree-Shirts M 2 4 5 5 5 4.2 

Gibbon 
Treeware XL - 
Edition 4 5 5 4 3 4.2 

Slackline Industries Treepro XL 4 5 4 3 5 4.2 

Dakas Super-protec 2 4 5 4 5 4.0 

Maverick TreePro 4 5 3 4 3 3.8 

Gambit Slacklines Baumschoner 4 5 3 4 3 3.8 

SlackTech Tree Protection 3 5 4 3 4 3.8 

Sigma Slacklines Baumschutz Plus 4 3 4 3 4 3.6 

Slackline Industries Treepro 4 2 4 3 5 3.6 

Balance Community TreeLite 5 1 2 4 5 3.4 

Balance Earth 
Slacklines 

Large Tree 
Huggers 3 5 3 3 3 3.4 

Slacktivity Tree-Protector 5 2 4 2 4 3.4 

Spider Slacklines 
Tree Protection 
XL 4 2 3 3 4 3.2 

Slack Mountain 
Protect Abre 
Pillow 2 3 5 3 3 3.2 

Slacker Slacker-Teppichlis 4 3 4 2 3 3.2 

Raed Slacklines TreePro Set 4 1 5 2 4 3.2 

Slackhouse Tree-Shirts S 1 3 5 2 5 3.2 

Landcruising TreeBuddy 2 3 3 3 4 3.0 

Slackline Tools Tree-Guard Set 5 3 2 3 2 3.0 

Slackstar Baumschutz Basic 5 4 1 1 4 3.0 

Equilibrium Treepad 4 2 3 3 2 2.8 
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Line-spirit Tree protectors 4 2 3 3 2 2.8 

Slackstar Baumschutz Easy 5 2 1 2 4 2.8 

Slackstar Baumschutz Basic 4 4 1 1 4 2.8 

Slack.fr TreEco 2 3 3 3 3 2.8 

Spider Slacklines Tree Protection 2 2 3 2 4 2.6 

Slackline Tools Tree-Friend 1 3 3 2 4 2.6 

Slackstar Baumschutz Easy 4 2 1 2 4 2.6 

HopOn Slacklines Treeguard 1 3 4 2 3 2.6 

Zen Slacklines 
Tree Protection 
Set 1 3 4 2 3 2.6 

Elephant Slacklines Tree'skin 4 3 2 2 1 2.4 

Slackstar Baumschutz Basic 2 4 1 1 4 2.4 

Slackstar Baumschutz Easy 2 2 1 2 4 2.2 

Slackstar Baumschutz Basic 1 4 1 1 4 2.2 

Elephant Slacklines tree'skin 2 3 2 2 1 2.0 

Slackstar Baumschutz Easy 1 2 1 2 4 2.0 

Balance Earth 
Slacklines 

Small Tree 
Huggers 1 2 3 2 2 2.0 

Gibbon Slacklines Treeware 1 3 1 2 2 1.8 

Elephant Slacklines Tree'skin 1 3 2 2 1 1.8 

Slack-Inov 
No seperate 
Treepro 0 0 0 0 0 0.0 

SlacklifeBC 
No seperate 
Treepro 0 0 0 0 0 0.0 

Yoga Slackers 
No seperate 
Treepro 0 0 0 0 0 0.0 
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Thanks 
A big thank you to everyone who helped during the YIA workshop and special thanks to all                 
manufacturers who sent us their treepros for this first consumer test: 
 
● Slackhouse 
● Balance Community 
● Landcruising Slacklines 
● Gibbon Slacklines 
● Sigma Slacklines 
● Spider Slacklines 
● Slacktivity 
● Raed Slacklines 
● Slackline Tools 
 
 
For further Info on tree protection: 
http://slacklineinternational.org/tree-protection/ 
 
Version 1, 2017 
 
The international youth exchange (@Youth in Action) which lead to the production of this factsheet was supported by: 
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